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Introduction: Media and Democracy

• Mass media has long been assumed to hold a special place in democracy.
• The fourth estate: refers to the watchdog role of the press, one that is important to a 

functioning democracy.

• Media as an open forum for debate and discussion

• Media can promote democracy by among other things, educating voters, protecting 
human rights, promoting tolerance among various social groups, and ensuring that 
governments are transparent and accountable.

• With accurate picture of political reality in the form of news, media can help voters 
make sound political judgments and decision

• Etc …



New Media and Democracy

• Do the digital platforms serve those democratic functions similar to traditional media? 

• Does the abundance of information on the internet help provide an accurate picture of 
reality? 

• Does this improve the Indonesian citizens’ political decision-making? 





Unpacking the Indonesian Digital Media

Legacy Media

Reality 1

“Muslim Media”

Reality 2

Social Media

Reality 3

Unmediated

Reality 4



The Data 

1) Digital data extracted from 3000 online news media and Twitter, using AI machine 
specifically designed for mapping the sentiment embedded in news and information. 
Period of data collection: July-September 2017.

2) Multiple survey data drawn from representatives samples. The size of samples vary 
from 1200-1500 respondents. Period of data collection: May-September 2017.

3) Media journalistic reports on political cyberwars



On Ulemas Criminalization:
Positive vs. negative sentiments toward the government across platforms
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On Regulating Mass Organization: 
Positive vs. negative sentiment toward the government across platforms
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On Foreign Debt: 
Positive vs. negative sentiment toward the government across platforms
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Legacy media, Muslim media, and social media provide different accounts of 
reality. Which one will shape voters’ perception and political preference in 

the next presidential election?



The Message: Claims & Evidence



The Talkshow: Siapa mau nobar film G30S PKI?

Kompas TV, 27 September 2018



Gatot Nurmantyo’s Claims

• First, communists have succeeded to eliminate and modify 

school courses that have previously provided pupils a 

moral base for resisting communism in Indonesia. 

• Second, the movie that gives “the standard account” of 

history was no longer mandatory.

• Third, he said, in the early 2000s there was an effort to 

revoke an Assembly Law of 1966 that bans communism 

and Marxism in Indonesia. 

• All of these, according to him, were clear indications of the 

communist resurgence and conspiracy. 



Nurmatyo’s Claims Debunked …

• Usman Hamid, a human right activist
• First, on the issue of education materials for 

pupils, it was a team under Juwono Sudarsono –
then the Minister of Education and Culture– who 
did it. Sudarsono was not a communist. 

• Second, on the annulment of the yearly rite of 
pupils’ watching the G30S/PKI movie, Hamid said 
that the decision was made by the Minister of 
Information Yunus Yosfiah – a retired army 
lieutenant general who was not a communist 
either. 

• Third, on the proposal of revoking the Assembly’s 
Decision, it actually was proposed by 
Abdurrahman Wahid – then the president and 
used to be the chairman of the largest Islamic 
mass organization NU. He was not a communist 
either. 

• In short, the evidence or the facts submitted by 
Hamid simply destroyed Nurmantyos’ argument 
and debunked his claims. 



Did Nurmantyo’s claim disappear from public view because it is so weak and 
unsubstianted?



It has still found many ways to reach the public …

Legacy Media
29 September 2018



Digitally-born

News Media
30 September 2018



News Aggregator



Twitter: @Nurmantyo_Gatot



False Claims and political preference

• Despite their weaknesses, false claims may still be able to reach the public via multiple 
digital platforms. Therefore they have similar chances of coloring voters’ perception of 
reality and their political preference.



The New Players in Cyber Wars
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The Old and New Actors

• In the digital world, empowered by their digital skills, the new political players have 
eclipsed the role of the traditional actors (i.e. political parties) in reaching the public voters 
and possibly will be molding their political preference.



The New Media & Indonesian Democracy



Conclusion

• Several legacy media continue to produce quality news and information. However, they 
have lost their monopoly and their special role as the sole agent of news and information 
producer. 

• They have to compete with digitally-born media which have crowded the Indonesian 
digital landscape. On many occasions, they have lost in the battles to reach and persuade 
the citizens. 

• These news platforms have flooded Indonesian digital public space with unverified claims 
and news. We used to see an era when we agree on facts but we differ in interpreting the 
facts or connecting the facts. But now, we see that facts and evidence are not as 
important as they used to be. As a result, different digital news platforms provide the 
citizens with different – and sometimes contradictory – pictures of reality.



Conclusion

• We have seen that the digital world and the social world are not connected. We do not 
know yet whether these two will connect as the legislative and presidential elections are 
approaching. 

• If they do, as a section of the elite use them as a campaign tool, then the quality of voters’ 
decision may be shaped by misleading news and information which means the quality of 
Indonesian democracy is on the decrease. It is the new media who has given Indonesian 
democracy a new face. 



The future of our democracy?
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